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CHAPTER 5

COMPOSITE ACTION RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of the evaluation of the

percent composite behavior of the Little Buffalo Creek Bridge.  As previously mentioned,

the composite behavior was evaluated for the stationary static load cases, Load Cases 1

and 2, and the pseudo-static load cases, Load Cases PS-1 and PS-2.  A general evaluation

of the percent composite behavior using the developed percent composite curve is

initially presented, followed by more specific sections discussing the field data trends and

limitations.

5.2 General Evaluation of Percent Composite Behavior

The percent composite action present in the evaluated load cases was determined

when the field data resulted in neutral axis locations within the steel girders that were

below the theoretical full composite location.  The percent composite action was

evaluated using the developed percent composite action graph, which was generated

assuming pure bending and thus neglected torsion. The percent composite graph is

reproduced in Figure 5.1 to facilitate easier referencing.

5.2.1 Load Cases 1 and 2 Results

Load Cases 1 and 2 were stationary static load cases involving side-by-side

loading using Trucks 1 and 2 (Reference Section 3.5).  Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show pertinent

strain measurements obtained from the data provided by VTRC for Load Cases 1 and 2.

Table 5.3 shows the location of the neutral axis for Girders 1, 2, and 3 for Load Cases 1

and 2. The neutral axis locations were determined using the field data from the mid span

WIM top and bottom flange gauges, as discussed in Chapter 3.  The results for Girder 4

are not shown because the WIM top flange gauge was faulty, thus no data was provided

by VTRC.
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Figure 5.1 Percent Composite Curve

Table 5.1 Top Flange Strains from Load Cases 1 and 2

WIM Top Flange Strain

Test

Pos. 1st
Rear Wheel

of Truck Girder 1
(µε)

Girder 2
(µε)

Girder 3
(µε)

Girder 4
(µε)*

1/4 Point -6.68 -4.93 -2.15 -0.09
1/2 Point -9.96 -13.88 -15.54 -0.16

Load Case 1
"Max. Girder

Strain" 3/4 Point 1.08 -3.32 3.35 -0.03
1/4 Point -12.35 -7.08 2.16 0.00
1/2 Point -23.25 -14.27 -6.46 0.02

Load Case 2
"Max. Deck

Strain" 3/4 Point 8.79 -7.08 -1.58 0.03
*Faulty Gauge
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Table 5.2 Bottom Flange Strains from Load Cases 1 and 2

WIM Bottom Flange Strain

Test

Pos. 1st
Rear Wheel

of Truck Girder 1
(µε)

Girder 2
(µε)

Girder 3
(µε)

Girder 4
(µε)

1/4 Point 89.38 115.84 95.62 97.45
1/2 Point 115.10 184.62 138.96 125.22

Load Case 1
"Max. Girder

Strain" 3/4 Point 71.78 93.56 68.08 66.27
1/4 Point 129.19 107.26 78.17 112.91
1/2 Point 185.35 157.61 108.33 151.84

Load Case 2
"Max. Deck

Strain" 3/4 Point 98.44 84.17 56.33 78.47

Table 5.3 Neutral Axis Locations from Load Cases 1 and 2

Neutral Axis Location from
Bottom of Bottom Flange

yb (in.)
Test

Position of
First Rear
Wheel of

Truck Girder 1 Girder 2 Girder 3 Girder 4*
1/4 Point 32.9 ** 33.9 34.5 na
1/2 Point 32.5 32.9 31.8 na

"Max. Girder
Strain"

Load Case 1 3/4 Point 35.8 34.1 37.0 na
1/4 Point 32.3 33.1 36.2 na
1/2 Point 31.4 32.4 33.3 na

“Max. Deck
Strain”

Load Case 2 3/4 Point 38.6 32.6 34.3 na
*Faulty WIM top flange gauge
**Shaded values denote values of yb less than the theoretical full composite
value of 33.4 in.

For comparison purposes and for developing the composite action curve, the

theoretical full composite neutral axis location, yb, was taken as the value determined for

an interior girder using the effective flange width from AASHTO SSHB (1996). This

theoretical full composite value of yb (yb = 33.4 in.) is representative of both interior and

exterior girders, as discussed in Section 4.3.2.

The contents of Table 5.3 show that the neutral axis location from field data lies

below the theoretical full composite value for ten of the eighteen cases,

(56 percent). In a majority of the cases with neutral axis locations above theoretical full
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composite behavior (5 cases), the trucks had their first rear axle at the 3/4 point. This

topic will be discussed in a later section. The percent differences between the neutral axis

locations from the field data and the theoretical full composite location range from –5

percent (yb= 31.8 in.) to +10 percent (yb =37.0 in.) for Load Case 1, and from –6 percent

(yb= 31.4 in.) to +15 percent (yb =38.6 in.) for Load Case 2.  The lowest locations of the

neutral axis for Load Case 1 (yb = 31.8 in.) and Load Case 2 (yb= 31.4 in.) corresponds to

a percent composite value of approximately 95 percent from Figure 5.1.  The average

neutral axis location of the eighteen locations in Table 5.3 is 33.9 in., and the standard

deviation is 1.9.  The theoretical full composite neutral axis location is lower than the

average value, but it is within one standard deviation of the average value. Therefore,

based on the available field data for Load Cases 1 and 2, and the developed percent

composite action graph, the aluminum deck/steel girder system seems to be behaving at

least 90 percent composite.

5.2.2 Load Cases PS-1 and PS-2 Results

Load Cases PS-1 and PS-2 were pseudo-static load cases using Truck 3

(Reference Section 3.5.3).  VTRC connected mid span WIM top and bottom flange

gauges only on Girders 1 and 2 for Load Cases PS-1 and PS-2, and thus the evaluation

was limited to these two girders.  The neutral axis location, yb, was determined for each

set of top and bottom flange WIM gauge readings. The neutral axis location was plotted

versus time for Girders 1 and 2 for each load case. Figures 5.2 and 5.3, following this

section, show the resulting neutral axis locations based on the field data for Load Cases

PS-1 and PS-2, respectively. The plots are reduced to include the pertinent data.

Extremely erratic neutral axis locations would be present at the start and end of each

graph if the lead-in-data and data with extremely low magnitude had been included in the

graphs. The graphs also show the theoretical location of the full composite neutral axis

and the non-composite neutral axis. Relative comparisons for Girder 1 (exterior girder)

indicate that the neutral axis lies above the theoretical full composite neutral axis

location.  Possible explanations for this type of behavior are included in a later section.
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Relative comparison for Girder 2 (interior girder) indicate that the neutral axis fluctuates

above and below the theoretical full composite neutral axis location (yb=33.4 in.), but is

well above the non-composite neutral axis location (yb=17.1 in.).  Possible explanations

for the fluctuation are discussed in a later section.

Because the field data for Girder 1 resulted in calculated neutral axis locations

above the theoretical full composite location, the percent composite action could not be

quantified using the percent composite graph. However, the field data for Girder 2

resulted in calculated neutral axis locations that fell below the theoretical full composite

value for Load Cases PS-1 and PS-2.  Girder 2 in Load Cases PS-1 and PS-2 had its

lowest neutral axis at yb ≅ 27.5 in., which corresponds to a percent composite value of

approximately 80 percent.
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Figure 5.2 Neutral Axis Locations from Load Case PS-1 versus Time:
(a) Girder 1, and (b) Girder 2
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Figure 5.3 Neutral Axis Locations from Load Case PS-2 versus Time:
 (a) Girder 1, and (b) Girder 2

(b)
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5.3 Limitations and Possible Explanations for Field Data Trends

5.3.1 Limitations of Percent Composite Evaluation

The evaluation of the percent composite behavior was based on the developed

composite action curve, which was derived assuming pure bending. In addition, the

composite section properties were based on effective flanges width from the empirical

formulas used by AASHTO SSHB (1996) for concrete decks, which may not provide

accurate estimates of the effective flange widths for an aluminum deck and steel girder

system with grouted connections.  In addition, the trends in the neutral axis location

graphs for Load Cases PS-1 and PS-2 indicate behavior that deviates from that expected

of pure bending. True bending behavior would result in the neutral axis being located in

the same location for all load values. Although measurement error could have caused

some of the fluctuation, other possibilities exist that may have caused the trends present

in the field data. The following sections discuss possible cause for the field data trends.

5.3.2 Torsional Effects in Load Cases PS-1 and PS-2

The trends that exist in the neutral axis location plots for Load Cases PS-1 and

PS-2 are similar; therefore, the discussion and figures presented in this section are for

Load Case PS-1.  Figures 5.4a and 5.4b show plots of strain from the mid span top and

bottom flange WIM gauges versus position of the first-rear axle of Truck 3 for Girders 1

and 2 of Load Case PS-1. The plots were obtained by determining the truck speed from

the WIM bottom flange strain record (approximately 2 mph for Load Case PS-1), and

determining the distance traveled per data point recorded (sample rate=1/200 seconds).

The WIM strain data was then plotted against the location of the first-rear axle.  The zero

location corresponds to the first-rear axle being at the start of the bridge. The location of

the first rear axle was chosen because it matched the procedure used by VTRC for

locating the trucks during the stationary static load cases.
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Figure 5.4 Girder Flange Strains from Load Case PS-1 versus
Position of First Rear Axle:  (a) Girder 1, and (b) Girder 2
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Figure 5.5 Neutral Axis Locations from Load Case PS-1 versus
Position of First Rear Axle:  (a) Girder 1, and (b) Girder 2
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The shape of the top flange strain plots (Reference Figures 5.4a and 5.4b) for both

girders are the same as the shape of the neutral axis location plots for Load Case PS-1

shown in Figures 5.2a and 5.2b. Figures 5.5a and 5.5b are reproductions of Figures 5.2a

and 5.2b, respectively, with the location of the first-rear axle as the abscissa. Based on the

shape of the top flange plots and the shape of the neutral axis location, it is suggested that

torsion affects the top flange strain readings. For Load Case PS-1, Truck 3 was crossing

the bridge in the right lane heading east with the transverse location as shown in Figure

3.13c of Section 3.5. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, the WIM gauges were located on

adjacent flanges of Girders 1 and 2.

Based on the field data plots, it is proposed that the wheel-lines are causing both

bending and torsion on Girders 1 and 2.  The left wheel-line of Truck 3 is closer to Girder

2 (2 ft to the left of Girder 2) than the right wheel-line (4 ft to the right of Girder 2). The

right wheel-line is also 4 ft to the left of Girder 1.  The right wheel-line would cause

bending and a majority of the torsion in both girders, while the left wheel-line would

cause a majority of bending in Girder 2 and a small amount of balancing torsion in Girder

2.  The torsion effects would alter from compression to tension as the truck crosses the

span because of the existence of the diaphragms.  Figures 5.6a and 5.6b show proposed

exaggerated shapes of the top flanges of Girders 1 and 2 due to torsion caused by the

truck in different locations along the span length.

Figure 5.6 Top Flange Shapes Due to Torsion: Truck Located (a) Outside the Sets
Interior Diaphragms, and (b) Between the Sets of Interior Diaphragms

Exterior
Dia.

Interior
Dia.
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The diaphragms provide torsional stiffness and form the inflection nodes in the

shapes. The C15x33.9 diaphragms at the ends of the bridge are connected to the girders

and the deck at the bearings, and the C15x33.9 diaphragms at the third points between all

girders are connected only to the upper portion of the girders and not the deck. It is

proposed that the combination of the bending stresses and the torsional stresses provide

the distinct shape of the top flange strain plots and thus the neutral axis plots of Figures

5.2 and 5.5.  The torsional stresses have a greater affect on the top flange stresses because

the bending stresses are lower for the top flange than the bottom flange due to the

existence of composite action that causes the neutral axis to be closer to the top flange.

The torsional effects do not affect the shape of the bottom flange plots because the

bending strains are predominating, but may affect the overall magnitude.  In addition, the

interior diaphragms are only connected to the top half of the girder which increases the

torsional stiffness of the top flange and thus the torsional load is attracted to the top

flange.  Girder 2 has diaphragms connected on both sides, while Girder 1 has a

diaphragm only on one side; therefore, Girder 2 is more torsionally stiff and attracts more

of the torsional load.

First, the focus is centered on Girder 2 and its location of WIM gauges. Based on

the field data plots, the first “dip” below the theoretical neutral axis location for Girder 2

of Figure 5.5 corresponds to the first rear axle, and thus the majority of the truck load,

being on the span between the approach and the location of the first set of interior

diaphragms at 17’-9 1/4”. As shown in Figure 5.6a thus would tend to rotate the top

flanges of Girders 1 and 2 toward each other, which would result in torsional

compressive stresses on the girders at the location of the WIM top flange gauges. The

torsional compressive stresses would combine with the bending compressive stresses

present in the top flange. As the truck continues to cross the span and thus the first set of

interior diaphragms the torsional stresses begin to reverse and are tensile torsional

stresses, as would be expected from the top flange shape in Figure 5.6b. The tensile

torsional stress acts to reverse the bending compressive stress developed on the gauged

side of Girder 2, causing the upward “hump” in the strain plot. However, the truck is
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approaching the location that results in maximum mid-span bending moment and thus the

compressive bending stresses are increasing. Based on the field data it appears that the

compressive bending stresses were greater in magnitude than the tensile torsional

stresses, causing the second “dip”. As the truck continues toward the second set of

interior diaphragms at 35’- 6 1/2 “ (Reference Figure 5.5) the compressive bending

stresses decrease and the torsional stresses begin to reverse once again.

Based on the field data, the same behavior discussed above is present in Girder 1

of Load Case PS-1, but the magnitude of strains is lower.  Figure 5.4b shows the top

flange of Girder 1 to be in tension; however, the shape of the plot has similar “dips” and

“humps” as discussed for Girder 2. Based on the field data it is proposed that the concrete

parapet does provide some stiffness and thus the neutral axis is shifted further upward in

the cross section. The concrete parapet could possibly cause the neutral axis to rise above

the top flange of the steel girder, which is only a 2.6 in. (8 percent) increase above the

neutral axis location neglecting the parapet.  This upward shift of the neutral axis

combined with the fact that Girder 1 is not as heavily loaded as Girder 2 (Reference

Figures 5.4a and 5.4b) would cause further reduction of the bending compressive stresses

present in the top flange of Girder 1.

5.3.3 Data Trends  in Load Cases 1 and 2

With the limited field data from Load Cases 1 and 2 it was impossible to evaluate

the effects of torsion; however, based on the transverse truck locations for Load Cases 1

and 2 it seems that the effects of torsion would decrease as the load was closer to being

symmetrically placed on the bridge. Assuming that the effects of torsion are not as great

for Load Cases 1 and 2, there seems to be a slight trend pertaining to the magnitude of

load versus neutral axis location.

As previously mentioned, the majority of the cases (5 out of 8) from Table 5.3

that had their neutral axis location above the theoretical full composite location where

when the trucks were positioned with their first rear axles at the 3/4 point of the span. It is

noted the three other cases pertain to the 1/4 point loading location. All the neutral axis
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location values from Table 5.3 for the 1/2 point loading location are below the theoretical

full composite neutral axis location.  Based on the influence line of the Little Buffalo

Creek Bridge, the 1/2 point loading location causes the maximum mid-span moment. The

3/4 point loading corresponds to the lowest statically applied moment of the three loading

locations.  This is also shown by the relative magnitudes of the WIM top and bottom

flange strains presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Based on the above observations, there

seems to be slight trend showing that the neutral axis drops as the magnitude of applied

moment increases, which suggests possible nonlinear behavior. However, because the

data is limited and the test were not repeated it is impossible to draw solid conclusions on

the aforementioned topic.

5.4 Summary and Need for Research

Based on the field data provided by VTRC, the aluminum deck and steel girders

appear to be acting composite, but the extent of composite action is extremely hard to

quantify. Possible factors affecting the evaluation are torsional strains in the top flange

and nonlinear behavior. Based on the composite action evaluation of the field data from

VTRC there is a definite need for additional research.  It is extremely hard to evaluate

component behavior using a system testing approach; therefore, it is recommended that

laboratory testing be performed on composite aluminum deck and steel girder cross-

sections under controlled loading.


